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294 NOTES ON PAPYRI

Kópoi, aáxa, and Kaßoi in P.Mur.

P.Mur. 97 was found in the caves of Mur
lished in 1961. It is probably a fiscal record
beginning of the second century CE, as are

same archive (. PMur . 89-107). The editors d
only made some brief comments.2

The measures used in the archive are the k

and the kor (KÓpoç). One kor equals thirty s

kabs . The content of the seah is unknown: it

kor would be 210 or 450 liters, and one ka

Among the 171 fiscal payments in the archi

(1) Kaßov [ (P.Mur. 97, frag. A-B, col.

editors as a payment of 16 kabs (18.8 or 4

committed a grammatical mistake by w
The same mistake appears in frag. A-B,
aáxa followed by the figure a.
(2) ]ç 8[ (P.Mur. 97, frag. E, 1. 2). The und
number, but the measure is unknown.

(3) ]oç aq[ (P.Mur. 97, frag. E, 1. 7). If th

KÓp]oç or Kaß]oq, this could be another mi

P.Mur. 97 is a fiscal record, since there a

various measures4 and one finds barley (Kpi

frag. E, 1. 5) and perhaps mustard (atviļ, int
abbreviation of aí vám) . It is the only text

written out in whole words, KÓpoç, aáxov, a

1 I am grateful to Chr.-G. Schwentzel, E. Nantet, an
A. Jördens for comments on an earlier draft of this

2 R.R Benoit., J.T. Milik, and R. De Vaux (eds.), D
II: Les grottes de Murabba'ât (Oxford 1961) 229-2
3 For a seah of seven liters, see A. Lemaire, No

d'Idumée (Paris 1996) 131. For a fifteen-liter seah, see

J. Pastor, Land and Economy in Ancient Palestin
F. Deist, Material Culture of the Bible: An Introdu
discussion, see G.W. Bromiley, The International St
Rapids 1995) 1051.
4 As in the entire archive, the seah is the most fr
col. 1, 11. 4 and 8; col. II, 11. 5, 8, and 9. One finds

and frag. E, 1. 8; and perhaps the kor in frag. E, 1. 1.
3 The seah is listed three times with a number: aáxa
(frag. A-B, col. 1, 1. 9 and col. II, 1. 5) and two times
1. 8 and col. II, 1. 8).
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of entries in the archive is: the name of th
the payed sum, as follows:

[ . ] . . p . . meou Kps(iôfíç) K(ópoç) a a ic(aßo
"[ - ] son of [ - ]akos, barley, 1 kor , 1 seah,

At Murabba'at, as in other comparable docum

the underlined figures are seahs. For PMur. 9

since not all the figures are underlined. In th

the editors is no longer possible: in examp
not mean 16 kabs (that would probably have

4 kabs). Also, in
mistake, but 8 is
to the improbable
wheat or barley.

example (2) ]ç 8 [ does no
just 4 seahs. And in exam

sum of 16 kor s , i.e. 2 1/2

The most substantial sum

15 seahs {P. Mur. 96, col. 1, 11. 5 and 6); only f

and the average sum is 64 kabs , i.e. 10 seahs

A comparison of examples (1) Kaßov iç [

tive: the scribe must have written the figure i

and, as we may now read, Kaß]oc;) and befo
crá[xa), according to the Semitic order. Both
kabs. It is the same in P.Mur. 94, a summary

r K8 AaÇár|Xoç Oe^síou y y 13 8 K(aßoq) a (r

"(Total paid): 25 [seahs]: Aazaelos son of P

2 [seahs], 4 [seahs] 1 1/2 k(abs), 3 [seahs], 4 1
1. 12)

Aazaelos son of Pheleios paid 16 seahs in five installments. The ks in
the margin is, perhaps, the total due (25 seahs), and the T may indicate
that the total due has been fully paid; maybe not all the installments are
listed.8

6 For the publication of all other documents, see N. Lewis, The Documents from the Bar

Kokhba Period in the Cave of Letters: Greek Papyri (Jerusalem 1989); H. Cotton and
A. Yardeni (eds.), Discoveries in the Judaean Desert, XXVII: Aramaic, Hebrew, and Greek
Documentary Texts from Nahal Hever and Other Sites (Oxford 1997); Y. Yadin, J.C. Greenfield, and A. Yardeni, The Documents from the Bar Kokhba Period in the Cave of Letters:
Hebrew, Aramaic and Nabatean- Aramaic Papyri (Jerusalem 2002).

7 PMur. 90, frag. C, 11. 1 and 2; PMur. 91, col. I, 11. 2 and 6; PMur. 92, col. I, 1. 7
and col. II, 1. 6; PMur. 94, frag. B, 1. 3; PMur. 96, col. I, 11. 2, 3, 5, and 6 and col. II,
11. 2 and 3; PMur. 97, frag. E, 11. 1 and 7.

8 Benoit, Milik, and De Vaux (n. 2) 226.
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I propose to interpret PMur. 97 also as a su

The three examples above can be read as f

(1) Kaßov [aérea = 1 kab and 16 seahs (f

(2) Kaßo]q 8 [aérea = 1 kab and 4 seahs (fr
8 [adía, one installment of 1 kor , anot
Kpei0fj]ç 8 [aáxa or aîxo]ç 8 [aáxa or 7e
barley or wheat

(3) Kaß]oa ad[xa) = 1 kab and 16 seahs (fr
i£ ad[xa, one installment of 1 kor , anot

atx]oç ad[xa or 7eup]óç aá[xa = 16 sea
Michaël Girardin
Université de Lorraine (Metz)
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